
FINAL PROJECT! RECORD A RAP SONG WITH YOUR CLASS ! 
Each group will have to create a song stanza using the correct grammatical 
item and vocabulary as well as creating rhyming patterns.  
 

1- Cut up 10 words you find powerful in the newspapers or in your notebooks. 
 
2- Organize your words into different categories:  
 

● NOUNS (ex. money) 
● ADJECTIVES (ex. easy, happy, powerless…) 
● ADVERBS (ex. Easily, happily …)  
● VERBS ( think, write, read … ) 

 
3- Read each stanza corresponding to your team.  
 
4- Select the words that best fit in the blanks. Find rhymes.  
Discuss and decide.  
 
5- Listen and decide which instrumental recording you want your song to be recorded with.  
 
6- Read or sing out your stanza to see if it matches. Check with the class. 
 
7- Be ready to record your song stanza in the multimedia lab. 
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Lyrical patterns adapted from Mathematics by Yasiin Bey & Ready or Not by The Fugees.  
VERSE # 1 ( tell about today’s problems for young generations) 
Youngbloods can't  .(verb) 

but they could  (verb) 

1 for  ( noun) , 2 for ( noun)  

3 for  ( noun) 

8 million stories to tell 

 

 

Lyrical patterns adapted from Mathematics by Yasiin Bey & Ready or Not by The Fugees.  
VERSE #2 (tell about your writing style & personality) 
The body of my text possess extra (noun)  
My ink so (adjective)  
it burns through the (noun)  
I'm (adjective +  er)   

than  (noun)  
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Lyrical patterns adapted from Mathematics by Yasiin Bey & Ready or Not by The Fugees.  
VERSE #3  (tell about rags to Riches stories in the US)  
Nearly half of America's largest cities is one-quarter black 
That's why  (use your lessons to find a reference to the American Dream) 

 
 

I guess  (famous African-American hero) was right: 
(find famous quote)  
 
 
 
CHORUS (teach a lesson on how to rap the best) 
You want to know how to rhyme  
you better learn how to  (verb)  
Ready Or Not, Here I (verb)  
You Can't (verb)  
Gonna (verb)  You 
And Take it (adverb in -ly)   
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VERSE #4 (tell about people’s reaction to rap music) 
Now that I (verb)  
Those who could (verb)  
 know the world ain't (adjective)  
Jail bars ain't golden gates  
Those who (verb)  , they (verb)  
 
 
 
 
VERSE #5 (tell about your opinion of rap music)  
They wanna know if ( situation)  
 
They say rap ( has + past particple)  
 
They wanna know how I ( verb)   
Well, (your opinion)   
 
 
 


